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1 Choice of a Suitable Refrigeration Cycle 
In this study, several CO2 sublimation refrigeration cycles were investigated. The two basic 
setups investigated are: 

1) A refrigeration cycle using a phase separator at intermediate pressure. CO2 is used in the 
lower stage as well as in the upper stage. 

2) A cascade refrigeration system with a different working fluid in the upper stage 
condensing at ambient temperature.  

Different variants of these setups have been evaluated in order to find the most promising setup 
with the best efficiency. If the refrigeration system with alternative refrigerants has a lower 
efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art refrigeration cycles, the benefit of having a low GWP 
refrigerant might be outweighed by the additional greenhouse gas emissions due to higher 
electrical power demands. In industry, a common refrigeration cycle to achieve cooling 
temperatures below 50 °C is the R-23 cascade refrigeration cycle. Therefore, the R-23 cascade 
(see Figure S1) has been chosen as reference system. Prior to the screening of possible carrier-
fluids, different options for refrigeration cycles are discussed in the following. 
1.1 R23 Cascade as Basis Refrigeration Cycle 
The cascade refrigeration cycle with R-23 in the lower stage, which is commonly used in 
industry, is chosen as the reference refrigeration cycle that all other options will be compared 
with. For the upper stage, R-404a (44% C2HF5, 52% C2H3F3, 4% C2H2F4, percentages given on a 
mass basis) has been chosen as this is a refrigerant that is currently used in such cascade 
refrigeration cycles. A flow chart of this cascade is illustrated in Figure S1. 
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Figure S1: Flow chart of a common R-23/R-404a cascade refrigeration cycle 

 
In the upper cycle, the superheated refrigerant R-404a is compressed from low pressure to high 
pressure by the compressor (state points 1-2). After the compressor outlet, the hot high-
pressure gas is condensed and subcooled in the air-cooled condenser (2-3) before being 
expanded in an expansion valve to low pressure and low temperature (3-4). The refrigerant is 
then evaporated and superheated in the cascade heat exchanger (4-1). For this to happen, a heat 
source is needed in form of the lower stage via condensing and subcooling of R-23 on the other 
side of the cascade heat exchanger (9-5). From there, the R-23 expands to low pressure at 
temperatures of 75 °C (5-6). The “cooling power” is used in the evaporator through 
evaporating and superheating the R-23 (6-7) before it is compressed to high pressure by the 
compressor (7-8). After the compressor outlet, the high-pressure gas is cooled in an air-cooled 
heat exchanger (8-9) before reaching the cascade heat exchanger again. 
1.2 CO2 Sublimation Cascade 
The cascade refrigeration cycle, as the most commonly used system to provide cooling below 
temperatures of 50 °C, has been used as basic setup for a CO2 refrigeration system (see flow 
chart in Figure S2). Two modifications of this single-stage compression cascade are discussed in 
section 1.4. 
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Figure S2: Flow chart of a CO2 cascade refrigeration cycle with single-stage compression in lower stage and carrier-fluid phase separator 

 
The operating principle is similar to the R-23 cascade mentioned in section 1.1. The upper stage 
resembles the upper stage of the state-of-the-art refrigeration cycle. However, instead of the 
refrigerant R-404a (GWP = 3922, according to the method of calculating the total GWP of a 
mixture1) R-134a (GWP = 14301) has been used for the upper stage. The operating principle in 
the lower stage is also quite similar to the R-23 cascade. High-pressure gaseous CO2 (or mixture 
with carrier-fluid) is condensed and subcooled in the cascade heat exchanger (see state points 
11-5 of flow chart in Figure S2) using the “cooling power” of the upper stage (4-1). Subsequently, 
the liquid CO2 (or mixture) is mixed with the carrier-fluid (containing dissolved CO2) (6) before 
expanding to low pressure (7). A 3-phase expansion occurs in the expansion valve, where the 
liquid phase is intended to help avoiding blockages in and after the expansion valve. 
Furthermore, the heat transfer in the sublimator may be improved by the presence of a liquid 
phase. In this configuration, a sublimator instead of an evaporator is used as heat exchanger at 
low pressure (7-8). A low-pressure carrier-fluid separator is used after the sublimator (8). This 
component is needed to separate the gaseous CO2 (9) after sublimation from the liquid carrier-
fluid (12). However, note that the gaseous phase contains a certain amount of the carrier-fluid 
and small amounts of CO2 dissolve in the liquid phase. With the use of a pump (12-13), the 
separated carrier-fluid is mixed again with the liquid CO2 before expansion.  
 
1.3 CO2 Sublimation Cycle with Intermediate Pressure Phase Separator 
Instead of utilizing a cascade with two separate cycles connected via a heat exchanger, CO2 could 
be used as refrigerant in the entire system. For this configuration, an intermediate pressure 
phase separator will come into place to reduce the mass flow of gaseous CO2 (or mixture with 
carrier-fluid) in the lower stage of the cycle. In this setup (see Figure S3), the condensed and 
subcooled CO2 (or mixture) (3) is expanded into a phase separator to an intermediate pressure 

 (3-4). In the basic setup (Figure S3), the liquid phase (6) is expanded to low pressure  (8). 
The sublimation occurs in the sublimator heat exchanger (8-9). After superheating in the 
sublimator, the gaseous CO2 (or mixture) is compressed to the intermediate pressure  (11) 
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with a single-stage compressor and then recooled in an air-cooled heat exchanger (11-12) 
before it is mixed with  the saturated vapor of CO2 (or mixture) from the phase separator (1). 
The gaseous CO2 (or mixture) then flows to the compressor inlet to be compressed to the 
condensation pressure  (2) and the cycle starts again.  

 
Figure S3: Flow chart of a CO2 sublimation cycle with intermediate pressure phase separator, single-stage compression in lower stage and carrier-fluid phase separator 

1.4 Modifications of the Basic Setups 
Two-stage compression in lower stage 
The first modification is the use of a two-stage compression in the lower stages of the systems of 
both basic setups (according to Figure S2 and Figure S3). The reasons are the large pressure 
ratios of sublimation pressure to condensation pressure (intermediate pressure phase separator 
setup) or intermediate pressure (cascade setup). The modifications are shown on the left hand 
sides of Figure S4 and Figure S5. A lower pressure ratio in each compressor will result in better 
isentropic efficiencies (which are assumed to be a function of the pressure ratio in this work) 
and therefore a better COP is to be expected. The lower inlet temperature at the second 
compressor (11-12 in Figure S4 (left), 12-13 in Figure S5 (left)) due to the use of a recooler also 
reduces the required power for compression. Besides these modifications, the remaining setups 
are identical to the basic setups. 
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Figure S4: CO2 cascade refrigeration cycles with two-stage compression (left) and two-stage compression in lower stage with internal heat exchanger (IHE) (right). 

 
Two-stage compression in lower stage and internal heat exchanger 
Additionally, a widely used method of improving the COP in refrigeration cycles is using an 
internal heat exchanger (IHE) to reduce the temperature of the high-pressure liquid refrigerant 
(5-6 in Figure S4 (right), 6-7 in Figure S5 (right)). For this, the low-pressure sublimated cold CO2 
(or mixture) is superheated in the internal heat exchanger while subcooling the liquid CO2 (or 
mixture). The IHE is not only important for enhancing the COP. It is also important from a 
technical standpoint to increase the compressor inlet temperature of the sublimated CO2, as at 
temperatures of about 198 K cold embrittlement of parts of the compressor could occur. This 
might reduce lifetime of the compressor and can be avoided by using an IHE in order to heat the 
CO2 (or mixture) before entering the compressor. For all further investigations, the compressor 
inlet temperature has been (arbitrarily) set to 252.15 K. 
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Figure S5: CO2 sublimation cycles with two-stage compression (left) and two-stage compression in lower stage with IHE (right) 
 
1.5 Selection of a suitable option 
Both setups, the cascade and the phase separator at intermediate pressure, have certain 
advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed in the following. One of the mayor 
challenges when using CO2 as refrigerant are high working pressures. This is especially the case, 
when condensation with an air-cooled heat exchanger is intended. At 20 °C, the condensation 
pressure of pure CO2 is 5.729 MPa2. Design and tightness of high-pressure components are 
manageable but require higher investment costs compared to state-of-the-art refrigeration 
cycles. With the critical temperature of CO2 at about 31 °C being very close to ambient 
temperature conditions for many regions in the world, operating at summer conditions might 
become problematic, as CO2 will be supercritical above this temperature. These considerations 
would have to be taken into account, when choosing the option with CO2 in the entire system 
(Figure S3 and Figure S5). However, an advantage of this option is that no heat exchanger is 
needed for connecting the lower and the upper stage of this refrigeration cycle. The main 
advantage of having a separate upper stage in the cascade setup is that another refrigerant can 
be used with a vapor-pressure curve more suited for ambient temperature conditions compared 
to CO2. 
To get an overview of expected theoretical COPs of such refrigeration cycles, thermodynamic 
calculations using the thermodynamic reference database TREND 3.03 were undertaken for pure 
CO2, using the reference equation of state for CO22 and the equation of state for solid CO2 by Jäger 
and Span4 in order to calculate the required thermophysical properties. The results are 
illustrated in Figure S6. The boundary conditions for all calculations are given in Table S1.  
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Figure S6: COPs of different configurations of the CO2 sublimation cycle with intermediate pressure phase separator (CO2 IPS) and CO2 cascade single stage (CO2 Cascade), two stage (2S) with and without internal heat exchanger (IHE) compared to R23 cascade as single stage (R-23 Base), two stage compression with IHE (R-23 2S IHE) and without IHE (R-23 2S). 
 
Table S1: Boundary conditions for thermodynamic refrigeration cycle calculations 

Temperatures 
Ambient temperature  295.15 K 
Sublimation temperature 198.15 K 
Compressor inlet temperature   252.15 K 
Condensation temperature at cascade heat exchanger  261.00 K 

Heat exchanger temperature gradients 
Condenser upper stage Δ  10 K 
Intercooler Δ  10 K 
Cascade Δ  7 K 
Internal heat exchanger 7 K 

Subcooling or overheating 
Subcooling Δ  3 K 
Overheating Δ  5 K 

pressure ratio  
Single stage 13.363 
Two stage 4.709 

isentropic efficiencies  
All compressors  =  0.875 − 0.0375 ⋅  
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Figure S6 shows that the difference in the expected COPs between the setups with intermediate 
pressure phase separator and the cascade are rather small. Hence, due to the discussed 
disadvantages of the setup with intermediate pressure phase separator, the cascade 
refrigeration system with two stage compression and internal heat exchanger (Figure S4, right) 
has been chosen for the screening. 
2 Comparison to Experimental Data 
The validation of the predictive multi-fluid mixture model in combination with COSMO-SAC as 

-model has been done in a previous work for ten different binary mixtures5. This section deals 
with the comparison of the proposed model to experimental phase equilibrium data for each 
binary mixture of CO2 with methane, ethane, propane, methanol, and ethanol on different 
isotherms. For all components, multiparameter equations of state2,6–10 have been used. The 
results can be seen in Figures Figure S7 to Figure S11. The solid black lines represent calculated 
phase equilibria using the predictive multi-fluid mixture model with COSMO-SAC as -model. 
This mixture model relies on a theoretical formulation of the departure function of the multi-
fluid mixture model11. The grey dashed lines represent the results calculated from the multi-
fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules, as also discussed in our previous work5,11. All 
calculations have been done using the thermophysical property software TREND12. All model 
results are compared with experimental data from the literature: CO2 + methane13, CO2 + 
ethane14–17, CO2 + propane18,19, CO2 + methanol20–28, and CO2 + ethanol23–25,27–36. 

 
Figure S7: Experimental VLE data (symbols) for the binary mixture of CO2 + methane and phase 
equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model combined with COSMO-SAC (black solid lines) for the isotherms at 219.27 K, 240.01 K, and 270 K. The grey dashed lines represent phase equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules. 
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Figure S8: Experimental VLE data (symbols) for the binary mixture of CO2 + ethane and phase equilibria 
calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model combined with COSMO-SAC (black solid lines) for the isotherms at 222.05 K, 244.27 K, 252.95 K, and 263.15 K. The grey dashed lines represent phase equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules. 

 
Figure S9: Experimental VLE data (symbols) for the binary mixture of CO2 + propane and phase 
equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model combined with COSMO-SAC (black solid lines) for the isotherms at 244.26 K, 266.48 K, 294.26 K, and 344.26 K. The grey dashed lines represent phase equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules. 
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Figure S10: Experimental VLE data (symbols) for the binary mixture of CO2 + methanol and phase 
equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model combined with COSMO-SAC (black solid lines) for the isotherms at 230 K and 313.14 K. The grey dashed lines represent phase equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules. Note that the minimum and maximum of the bubble line at 230 K (of the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules, i.e., grey dashed lines) indicates metastable VLE. 

 
Figure S11: Experimental VLE data (symbols) for the binary mixture of CO2 + ethanol and phase 
equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model combined with COSMO-SAC (black solid lines) for the isotherms at 298.17 K, 313.14 K, and 373 K. The grey dashed lines represent phase equilibria calculated with the multi-fluid mixture model with linear mixing rules. At pressures higher than 100 MPa, the calculations have been aborted. 
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